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Abstract. We study approximate, that is contained and containing,
rewritings of queries using views. We consider conjunctive queries with
arithmetic comparisons (CQACs), which capture the full expressive power
of SQL select-project-join queries. For contained rewritings, we present
a sound and complete algorithm for constructing, for CQAC queries and
views, a maximally-contained rewriting (MCR) whose all CQAC dis-
juncts have up to a predetermined number of view literals. For contain-
ing rewritings, we present a sound and e cient algorithm pruned-MiCR,
which computes a CQAC containing rewriting that does not contain any
other CQAC containing rewriting (i.e., computes a minimally contain-
ing rewriting, MiCR) and that has the minimum possible number of
relational subgoals. As a result, the MiCR rewriting produced by our
algorithm may be very e cient to execute. Both algorithms have good
scalability and perform well in many practical cases, due to their exten-
sive pruning of the search space, see [1].
1 Introduction
Rewriting queries using views and then executing the rewritings to answer the
queries is an important technique used in data warehousing, information integra-
tion, query optimization, and other applications, see [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and references
therein. A large amount of work has been done on obtaining equivalent rewrit-
ings of queries, that is, rewritings that can be used to derive exact query answers
(see, e.g., [7, 8, 9]). When equivalent rewritings cannot be found, then in many
applications it makes sense to work with contained rewritings, which return a
subset of the set of the query answers. Of special interest in this context are
maximally contained rewritings (MCRs), which can be used to obtain a max-
imal subset of the query answers that can be obtained using the given views
(see, e.g., [10, 4, 11, 12, 13]). In addition, in applications such as querying the
World-Wide Web, mass marketing, searching for clues related to terrorism sus-
pects, or peer data-management systems (see, e.g., [14, 15]), users prefer to get
a superset of the query answers, rather than getting no answers at all (when no
equivalent or contained rewritings exist). In such scenarios, users might be in-
terested in containing rewritings, which return a superset of the set of the queryanswers. Minimally containing rewritings (MiCRs) [16, 17, 18] are the containing
rewritings that return the fewest false positives when answering the query.
In this paper we study maximally contained and minimally containing rewrit-
ings of queries using views, which we refer to collectively as approximate rewrit-
ings. We focus on conjunctive queries with arithmetic comparisons (CQACs),
that is on the language capturing the full expressive power of practically im-
portant SQL select-project-join (SPJ) queries. (The well-understood language
of conjunctive queries [19] does not capture the in- or non-equalities that are
characteristic of SQL SPJ queries.) Speciﬁcally, we assume CQAC queries and
views, and consider CQAC rewritings, possibly with unions (UCQACs). The
well-studied (for conjunctive queries and views) problems of ﬁnding equivalent
rewritings and MCRs are recognized as being signiﬁcantly more complex for
CQACs, with many practically important cases still unexplored [4, 13]. The
complexity of the problems in the presence of ACs is mainly due to the more
complex containment test — the containment test is NP-complete in the case
of CQs [19] but  P
2 -complete [4, 20] in the case of CQACs. We illustrate the
challenge by an example from [12].
Example 1. Consider CQAC query Q and CQAC view V , both deﬁned using
binary predicate p, as well as a CQAC query R deﬁned in terms of the view V .
Let Q() :- p(A,B), A   B; V () :- p(X,Y ), p(Y,X); and R() :- V (). Here, R is a
contained rewriting of Q; this containment can be veriﬁed using the containment
tests of [4, 20] (see Sect. 2). Observe that the containment cannot be established
using a single containment mapping [19] from Q to the expansion of R.  
Some of the authors of this paper presented in [9] a sound and complete
algorithm that returns a UCQAC equivalent rewriting of the input CQAC query
in terms of the input CQAC views. In this paper we focus on those problem
settings where one is to ﬁnd a rewriting of a given CQAC query in terms of
given CQAC views, but an equivalent UCQAC rewriting does not exist, and
thus the algorithm of [9] returns no answer. Further, Deutsch, Ludaescher,
and Nash [16] provided approaches for solving the problem of rewriting queries
using views with limited access patterns under integrity constraints, focusing on
queries, views, and constraints over unions of conjunctive queries with negation.
We comment on the contributions of [16] w.r.t. the algorithms that we propose
in this paper when discussing our speciﬁc contributions.
The speciﬁc contributions presented in this paper are as follows:
1. Contained rewritings: Pottinger and Halevy developed algorithm Mini-
Con IP [12], which e ciently ﬁnds UCQAC MCRs for special cases of CQAC
queries, views, and rewritings, speciﬁcally for those cases where the “homo-
morphism property” [21, 22] holds between the expansions of the rewritings
and the query.4 At the same time, MiniCon IP cannot ﬁnd the rewriting R
for the problem input of Example 1. We present a sound and complete al-
gorithm called Build-MaxCR, for constructing a UCQAC size-limited MCR
4 The homomorphism property is said to hold between CQAC queries Q1 and Q2 when
a single mapping from Q1 to Q2 establishes the containment of Q2 in Q1; see Sect. 2.(that is, an MCR that has up to a predetermined number of view literals)
of arbitrary CQAC queries using arbitrary CQAC views.5 The size-limit re-
striction of Build-MaxCR is due to the fact that for CQAC queries and views,
a view-based UCQAC MCR may have an unbounded number of CQAC dis-
juncts, see Example 2. To the best of our knowledge, the approaches of [16]
do not provide for constructing size-limited contained rewritings of the input
queries using views, which are addressed by our algorithm Build-MaxCR.
2. Containing rewritings: We focus on the problem of enabling a MiCR of a
CQAC query using CQAC views to be executed as e ciently as possible. To
that end, we look at minimizing the number of relational subgoals of a given
MiCR. Our main contribution is a sound and e cient algorithm that we
call pruned-MiCR. Given a CQAC MiCR for a given problem input (CQAC
query and views), pruned-MiCR performs global minimization of the MiCR,
and in many cases produces MiCR formulations whose evaluation costs are
signiﬁcantly lower than those of the (MiCR) input to the algorithm. To the
best of our knowledge, other approaches for MiCRs [16, 17, 18] do not involve
minimization of the number of relational subgoals of the MiCRs.
3. Reducing runtime of containment checking: Finally, we study the
problem of reducing the runtime of containment checking between two CQAC
queries, and propose a runtime-reduction technique that takes advantage
of some attributes drawing values from disjoint domains. (Intuitively, it
does not make sense to compare the values of, e.g., attributes “price” and
“name”.) This technique can be used in a variety of algorithms. Speciﬁcally,
it is applicable to our proposed algorithms Build-MaxCR and pruned-MiCR.
Due to the space limit, this result (as well as our NP-completeness result for
the problem of determining whether a CQAC containing rewriting exists for
a given CQAC problem input, see Table 1) is omitted from this paper but
can be found in the full version [1] of our paper, available online.
Table 1 gives a summary of our results and contributions.
Table 1. Our contributions, previous work, and applications.
Contained Rewritings Containing Rewritings
Decidability UCQAC size-limited MCR UCQACs with negation [16]
for CQACs
Complexity CQ: NP [7] CQAC homomorphism property:
NP-complete [1]
Algorithms Size-limited UCQAC MCRs Global minimization of MiCR for
for CQACs CQACs
Previous Work MCR [10, 13] MiCR [16, 17, 18]
Applications Data warehousing, security, Mass marketing, P2P, infor-
privacy mation retrieval
5 Speciﬁcally, Build-MaxCR can ﬁnd the rewriting R of Example 1.Due to the space limit, we present here only a foundational exposition of our
algorithms. The full version [1] of this paper provides all the details as well as
our experimental results. While the running-time complexity of our proposed
algorithms is high in the worst case (doubly exponential for algorithm Build-
MaxCR, and singly exponential for algorithm pruned-MiCR), our experimental
results indicate that both algorithms have good scalability and perform well in
many practical cases, due to their extensive pruning of the search space.
Related Work
The problem of using views in query answering [7] is relevant in applications in
information integration [4], data warehousing [10], web-site design [23], and query
optimization [6, 7, 24]. Algorithms for ﬁnding rewritings of queries using views
include the bucket algorithm [17, 25], the inverse-rule algorithm [26, 27, 28], the
MiniCon algorithm [12], and the shared-variable-bucket algorithm [11]; see [10]
for a survey. Almost all of the above work focuses on investigating MCRs or
equivalent rewritings [4, 8], as it takes its motivation mostly from information
integration and query optimization. Query-rewriting algorithms depend upon
e cient algorithms for checking query containment. Existing work on query con-
tainment show that adding arithmetic comparisons to queries and views makes
these problems signiﬁcantly more challenging [29, 21, 20].
Since we consider rewritings that may return false positives or false neg-
atives, our work has similarities with approximate answering of queries using
views, see [30, 31, 32, 33] and references therein, as well as a detailed discussion
in [1]. Approximate query answering is useful when exact query answers cannot
be found, and the user would rather have a good-quality approximate answer
returned by the system. Our approaches provide such approximate answers in
the form of maximally contained or containing rewritings.
The problem of ﬁnding containing rewritings of queries using views has been
studied in [17] in [16, 18]. Please see the beginning of Sect. 1 for a detailed dis-
cussion of the work of [16]. Other related work includes the results of Rizvi et
al. [34], where query-rewriting techniques are used for access control, and the
work of Miklau et al. [35], which contains a formal probabilistic analysis of in-
formation disclosure in data exchange under the assumption of independence
among the relations and data in a database. Related work in security and pri-
vacy includes [36]. Calvanese et al. [37] discussed query answering, rewriting,
and losslessness with respect to two-way regular path queries. In our work, we
concentrate only on query rewritings.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we review some standard concepts related to answering queries
using views, and introduce some notation that we will use throughout the paper.2.1 Queries, Containment, and Views
We consider conjunctive queries with arithmetic comparisons (CQACs), that is,
SQL select-project-join queries with equality and arithmetic-comparison selec-
tion conditions. Each arithmetic comparison (AC) subgoal is of the form X  
Y or X   c,6 where the comparison operator   is one of <,  , >,  , and  =.
We assume that database instances are over densely totally ordered domains.
A variable is called distinguished if it appears in the query head. In the rest of
the paper, for a query Q we denote the conjunction of all relational subgoals in
Q as Q0 and the conjunction of all ACs in Q as  . All the queries we consider
are safe, that is each distinguished variable or variable appearing in the   of the
query also appears in at least one relational subgoal of the query.
Deﬁnition 1. (Query containment) A query Q1 is contained in a query Q2,
denoted Q1   Q2, if and only if, for all databases D, the answer Q1(D) to Q1
on D is a subset of the answer Q2(D) to Q2 on D, that is, Q1(D)   Q2(D).
Chandra and Merlin [19] have shown that a CQ Q1 is contained in another
CQ Q2 of the same (head) arity if and only if there exists a containment mapping
from Q2 to Q1. The containment mapping is a (body) homomorphism h from
the variables of Q2 to the variables and constants of Q1 and from the constants
of Q2 to themselves, that is for each subgoal p(Z1,...,Zn) of Q2 it holds that
p(h(Z1),...,h(Zn)) is a subgoal of Q1. In addition, for h to be a containment
mapping from Q2 to Q1, it must be that the list (X1,...,Xk) of the variables
and constants in the head of Q1 be (h(Y1),...,h(Yk)) (that is, Xi = h(Yi) for
 i   {1,...,k}), where Q2(Y1,...,Yk) is the head of Q2.
The containment test for CQACs is more involved. There are two ways to
test the containment of CQAC Q1 in CQAC Q2 [29, 21]. We describe them
brieﬂy here; for more details see, e.g., [38]. The ﬁrst test uses the notion of a
canonical database: For each relational subgoal pi( ¯ Xi) in Q, a canonical database
for Q contains one tuple t in the base relation pi, such that t is the list of
“frozen” variables and constants from ¯ Xi (i.e., in forming t each variable in
¯ Xi is “frozen” to a unique constant except that equated variables are frozen
to the same constant and each constant in ¯ Xi is kept as it is). We deﬁne one
canonical database for each total ordering of the variables and constants in Q1
that satisﬁes the ACs in Q1. The test says that Q1 is contained in Q2 if and only
if Q2 computes, on all the canonical databases of Q1, all the head tuples of Q1.
The second containment test, see Theorem 1, uses the notion of a normalized
version of a CQAC query. An equivalent normalized version [21, 39] Q  of a
CQAC query Q does not have constants or repetitions of variable names in
relational subgoals and has compensating built-in equality conditions.
Theorem 1. For CQAC queries Q1 and Q2, Q1   Q2 i  implication   holds:
  :   
1   µ1(  
2)   ...   µk(  
2)
6 We use uppercase letters to denote variables and lowercase letters for constants.where µi’s are all the containment mappings from Q 
2 to Q 
1 and   
i is a conjunc-
tion of all the ACs in Q 
i, i   {1,2}. That is, the ACs in the normalized version
Q 
1 of Q1 logically imply (denoted “ ”) the disjunction of the images of the ACs
of the normalized version Q 
2 of Q2 under each mapping µi.
If there exists a containment mapping µi such that the right-hand side of  
is reduced to only one µi(  
2), then we say the homomorphism property holds
between Q1 and Q2. Afrati et al. [38] showed that when the homomorphism
property holds, the implication can be checked on the queries without normaliz-
ing them. Checking CQAC containment is less complex in that case, because we
need to check for the existence of just one mapping that satisﬁes the implication.
2.2 Rewriting Queries using Views
We consider the problem of ﬁnding rewritings under the closed-world assumption
(CWA) [8], where for a given database, each view instance stores exactly the
tuples satisfying the view deﬁnition. In addition, we consider contained rewritings
under the open-world assumption (OWA) [8, 25]. Here, the views are sound but
not necessarily complete, that is a view instance might store only some of the
tuples satisfying the view deﬁnition.
Suppose we are looking for an answer to query Q on database D, and our
access to D is restricted to using a set of views V = {V1,...,Vm}. So instead of
directly evaluating Q on D, we rewrite Q in terms of V and then evaluate the
rewriting on D. We consider the following types of rewritings R of Q using V.
Here, DV is the result of adding to database D the answers to views V on D.
Deﬁnition 2. (Rewritings)
1. a. (CWA) R is a contained rewriting of Q using V under the CWA i 
R(DV)   Q(D) for all databases D.
b. (OWA) R is a contained rewriting of Q using V under the OWA i 
R(IV)   Q(D) for all databases D and view instances IV such that IV   DV.
2. (CWA) R is a containing rewriting of Q using V i    D : Q(D)   R(DV).
3. (CWA) R is an equivalent rewriting of Q using V i    D : Q(D) = R(DV).
Since the answer to a containing rewriting R on a database D must contain
all tuples that occur in the answer to Q on D, containing rewritings make sense
only when the views that are used in constructing the containing rewriting are
complete. Hence, containing rewritings are considered only under the CWA and
not under the OWA. The same is true for equivalent rewritings, since an equiv-
alent rewriting of Q is a rewriting that is a contained as well as a containing
rewriting of Q. At the same time, since the result of a contained rewriting is
allowed to leave out some of the answers to Q, contained rewritings make sense
under the CWA and under the OWA.
Given a query Q and a set of views V, for deciding whether there exists a
contained (or containing) rewriting of Q using V, we need to know the language
in which we are allowed to construct rewritings. In the rest of the paper weassume, unless otherwise stated, that the language of the rewritings for the
existence problem is UCQACs.
We deﬁne the expansion of a rewriting as follows:
Deﬁnition 3. (Expansion of rewriting) For a CQAC rewriting R that is
expressed in terms of CQAC views V, an expansion Rexp of R is obtained by
replacing each view subgoal in R by the all the subgoals in the deﬁnition of that
view. Each existentially quantiﬁed variable in the deﬁnition of a view in R is
replaced by a unique variable in Rexp. For a UCQAC rewriting, the expansion is
the union of the expansions of the CQACs that occur in that UCQAC.
The evaluation of contained rewritings cannot return false positives, the eval-
uation of containing rewritings cannot return false negatives, and the evaluation
of equivalent rewritings cannot return either false positives or false negatives.
We will use the term rewriting to mean a contained or a containing rewriting;
we will specify the type whenever it is not obvious from the context.
Theorem 2 is based on Deﬁnitions 2 and 3 and gives the tests for determining
whether a CQAC rewriting R is a contained (or containing) rewriting of a CQAC
query Q using CQAC views V.
Theorem 2. Let Q,V1,...,Vm be CQAC queries deﬁned on database schema
D, and let R be a CQAC rewriting of Q using {V1,...,Vm}. Then
1. R is a contained rewriting of Q if and only if Rexp   Q.
2. R is a containing rewriting of Q if and only if Q   Rexp.
3 Algorithm Build-MaxCR: Finding MCRs for CQACs
In this section we present a sound and complete algorithm Build-MaxCR, for
constructing a UCQAC size-limited maximally-contained rewriting (i.e., MCR
with up to a predetermined number of view literals) of CQAC queries using
CQAC views. We discuss the pseudocode and formulate the correctness results
for the algorithm. These results resolve in the positive the problem of decidability
of the existence of a UCQAC size-limited MCR for CQAC queries and views.
3.1 The Setting and Deﬁnitions
Suppose we are given a CQAC query Q and a set V of CQAC views, such that
each of R1 and R2 is a CQAC contained rewriting of Q using V. It is easy to
see that the union R1   R2 is also a contained rewriting of Q using V. This
observation motivates us to consider the language of unions of CQAC queries
for maximally contained rewritings of CQAC queries using CQAC views. Given
a CQAC query Q and a set V of CQAC views, a UCQAC contained rewriting
R of Q using V is a maximally-contained rewriting (MCR) of Q using V in the
language of UCQACs if for each UCQAC contained rewriting R  of Q using V
it holds that (R )exp   Rexp.
The ﬁrst question we examine is whether such a UCQAC MCR is always
bounded in size. Consider an example based on the ideas from [22].Example 2. Let query Q and views V1 and V2 be deﬁned as follows. Let
Q() :   p(X,Y ), p(Y,Z), s(Y ), X   2, Z   7; let V1(L,M) :   p(L,M), L  
2, M   7; and let V2(A,C) :   p(A,B), p(B,C), s(A), s(C).
We can show that each of R3 and R4 is a CQAC contained rewriting of
Q using V1 and V2. Here, R3() :   V1(L1,A1), V2(A1,C1), V1(C1,M2); and
R4() :   V1(X,T1), V2(T1,T2), V2(T2,T3), V1(T3,Z).
Further, one can use the template of R3 and R4 to build rewritings R5 (which
has one extra V2 subgoal as compared to R4), R6 (two extra V2 subgoals), and so
on. (See [1] for the details.) In the family of rewritings R = {R3,R4,R5,R6,...,}
that we build in this manner, each rewriting Ri (for i   3) has two properties:
– the expansion of Ri is contained in Q, and
– Ri (for i > 3) is not contained in Rj for any 3   j < i.
Therefore, a UCQAC maximally contained rewriting of Q in terms of {V1,V2}
must include every Ri in the inﬁnite-cardinality family R.  
The point of Example 2 is that the number of CQAC disjuncts (such as
Ri’s in the example) in the maximally-contained UCQAC rewriting of a CQAC
query using CQAC views may not be bounded, provided that the language of
rewritings is UCQAC. Hence an algorithm for ﬁnding the UCQAC-MCR may
not terminate on some CQAC inputs.
To address this problem, we introduce the concept of size-limited MCRs.
Speciﬁcally, we deﬁne the problem of constructing a UCQAC size-limited MCR
for a CQAC query using CQAC views. We use the following deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition 4. (A k-bounded (CQAC, UCQAC) query) Given a database
schema V and a positive integer number k. (1) A CQAC query Q deﬁned on V is
a k-bounded (CQAC) query using V if, for the number n of relational subgoals
of Q, we have n   k. (2) Q =
 
i Qi is a k-bounded UCQAC query using V if
each CQAC component Qi of Q is a k-bounded query using V.
Now, the problem of constructing a UCQAC size-limited (k-bounded) MCR
for a CQAC query using CQAC views is speciﬁed as follows:
1. The problem input is a triple (Q,V,k), where Q is a CQAC query, V is a
ﬁnite set of CQAC views, and k is a natural number.
2. The problem output is a UCQAC query P =
 
j P 
j in terms of V, such that:
(a) Pexp is contained in Q, Pexp   Q;
(b) P is a k-bounded (UCQAC) query in terms of V; and
(c) for each k-bounded UCQAC query R in terms of V such that Rexp   Q,
we have that Rexp   Pexp.
Our proposed algorithm Build-MaxCR solves the above problem for arbitrary
inputs (Q,V,k) as deﬁned in the problem formalization. Our soundness and
completeness results for Build-MaxCR (Sect. 3.3) establish that for each such
input (Q,V,k), Build-MaxCR returns a maximally contained rewriting of Q in
the language of k-bounded UCQAC queries over V, if such a rewriting exists.3.2 Our Algorithm Build-MaxCR
We now discuss brieﬂy our algorithm Build-MaxCR, please see [1] for the pseu-
docode and examples. The general idea of the algorithm is to do a complete
enumeration of the CQ parts, call them ¯ Pj, of k-bounded CQAC queries deﬁned
on schema V. (For a CQAC query R, we use the term “CQ part of R” to refer to
the join of all relational subgoals of R, taken together with all the equality ACs
implied by R.) For each such ¯ Pj, the algorithm associates with ¯ Pj a minimum
set S 
j of inequality/nonequality ACs on the variables and constants of ¯ Pj, such
that S 
j ensures containment of ¯ P
exp
j &S 
j in Q. The output for Build-MaxCR is
the union P of all the CQAC queries ¯ Pj&S 
j for which the containment holds.
(By [21], ¯ P
exp
j &S 
j   Q for each j ensures Pexp   Q, where P =
 
j ¯ Pj&S 
j.)
The algorithm uses the notion of a “CQAC-rewriting template” for a problem
input (Q,V,k). For an input of this form, Build-MaxCR enumerates all cross
products, call them Pi, of up to k relational subgoals in terms of V. We call each
Pi, with s   k subgoals, a CQAC-rewriting template (for Q) of size s.
Another notion used by the algorithm is that of a “MaxCR canonical database.”
Given query Q and its CQAC-rewriting template P (of some size s), the set D
Q
P
of MaxCR canonical databases for Q and P is constructed in the same way as
the set D(P
exp) of canonical databases of the expansion Pexp of P (see Sect. 2).
The only di erence is that the set W of constants and variables of Pexp (W is
used in the construction of D(P
exp)) is extended, for the construction of D
Q
P, to
include also all the numerical constants of the query Q.
3.3 Correctness of Algorithm Build-MaxCR
We now formulate theorems that establish soundness and completeness of Build-
MaxCR, as well as the decidability results for two decision versions of the prob-
lem of constructing UCQAC k-bounded MCRs for CQAC queries using CQAC
views. The proofs of these correctness results for Build-MaxCR, as well as our
experimental results that corroborate the e ciency and scalability of the algo-
rithm, can be found in the full version [1] of the paper.
Theorem 3. (Soundness of Build-MaxCR) For a Build-MaxCR problem
input (Q,V,k), let P be a CQAC-rewriting template (of some size s   k). Then
for any CQAC query P  :  P&S that is output by Build-MaxCR, (P )exp is
contained in Q. (Here, S is a conjunction of ACs.)
(For the notion of a “CQAC-rewriting template” for a Build-MaxCR problem
input (Q,V,k), please see Sect. 3.2.)
Theorem 4. (Completeness of Build-MaxCR) For a Build-MaxCR prob-
lem input (Q,V,k), let R be a UCQAC query deﬁned in terms of V, such that
(i) in each CQAC component Ri of R, the number of relational subgoals of Ri
does not exceed k, and (ii) Rexp   Q. Then (1) the output of Build-MaxCR is
not empty, and (2) denoting by P the UCQAC output of Build-MaxCR, we have
that Rexp   Pexp.By Theorems 3 and 4 we obtain immediately the following two results:
Theorem 5. (Decidability) Given a CQAC query Q, a set V of CQAC views,
and a natural number k. (1) It is decidable to determine whether Q has a UCQAC
k-bounded contained rewriting in terms of V. (2) Further, given in addition a
UCQAC k-bounded query R deﬁned in terms of V, the problem of determining
whether R is a UCQAC k-bounded MCR for Q using V is decidable.
4 Finding Minimized Minimally Containing Rewritings
We now turn to the problem of ﬁnding minimally containing rewritings [16, 17,
18], which we abbreviate as MiCRs, of a CQAC query using CQAC views. The
word “minimal” in “MiCR” refers to a containing rewriting that contains the
fewest false positives (in the given rewriting language) w. r. t. the query answer.
We focus on the problem of enabling a MiCR of a CQAC query using CQAC
views that can be executed e ciently. To that end, we look at minimizing the
number of relational subgoals of a given MiCR, and thus the number of joins
in the evaluation plans for the MiCR. In Sect. 4.1, we introduce the notion of
a minimized MiCR. The main contribution of this section is an algorithm that
we call pruned-MiCR, see Sect. 4.2. Given a CQAC MiCR for a given problem
input (i.e., for a CQAC query and a set of CQAC views), pruned-MiCR globally
minimizes the MiCR in an e cient and scalable way. (See Sect. 4.3 for the
correctness and complexity results.) Our experimental results [1] suggest that
for many problem inputs (for the MiCRs for queries and views of certain types),
pruned-MiCR outputs minimized MiCRs whose evaluation costs are signiﬁcantly
lower than those of the (MiCR) input to the algorithm.
Note that the idea of minimizing the number of subgoals in a rewriting is
quite general and thus applicable beyond containing rewritings. Speciﬁcally, a
straightforward modiﬁcation of pruned-MiCR could be used to reduce the num-
ber of relational subgoals of (and thus to provide more e cient execution options
for) the outputs of our Build-MaxCR algorithm of Sect. 3. See [1] for the details.
4.1 The Deﬁnitions
First, we provide a general deﬁnition of a MiCR and then we deﬁne (CQAC)
minimized MiCRs.
Deﬁnition 5. (Minimally containing rewriting) A query Q  deﬁned in query
language L1 is a minimally containing rewriting (MiCR) of a query Q deﬁned
in language L2 using a set of views V deﬁned in language L3 if: (1) Q  is a con-
taining rewriting of Q in terms of V, and (2) there exists no containing rewriting
(in language L1) Q   of Q using V, such that the expansion of Q   is properly
contained in the expansion of Q .
For the results in this section, each of L1 through L3 is the language of CQAC
queries.
We now deﬁne the notion of minimized MiCR.Deﬁnition 6. (Minimized MiCR) Given a CQAC query Q and a set of
CQAC views V, CQAC MiCR R of Q using V is a minimized (CQAC) MiCR of
Q using V if removing any relational subgoal of R results in query R  such that
R and R  are not equivalent as expansions, that is Rexp   / (R )exp.
By deﬁnition, if we delete even a single relational subgoal from a minimized
MiCR, it no longer remains a MiCR. Finding minimized MiCRs is especially
important where the MiCR is computed once and then executed repeatedly. In
such cases, it is important that the MiCR execute e ciently. Since a minimized
MiCR may have fewer relational subgoals than the original MiCR (see, e.g.,
Example 3), and thus fewer joins, such a performance improvement would have
a signiﬁcant payo .
We now introduce the notion of a “globally minimal” minimized MiCR. A
globally minimal minimized CQAC MiCR for a CQAC query Q and set V of
CQAC views has the minimum number of relational subgoals among all CQAC
queries deﬁned using V that are equivalent (as expansions) to a (unique) CQAC
MiCR for Q and V. A globally minimized MiCR may not be unique for a given
(Q,V), please see example in the full version [1] of this paper.
While we can show that two distinct minimized MiCRs for a given CQAC
MiCR can have a di erent number of relational (view) subgoals (see [1]), the
minimized MiCR output by our algorithm pruned-MiCR is guaranteed to be a
globally minimized MiCR, see Sect. 4.3 for the details.
4.2 Algorithm for Finding Minimized MiCRs
In this subsection, we present and discuss the pseudocode for our algorithm
pruned-MiCR (Algorithm 2). The pseudocode of Algorithm 2 has two parts:
(A) Lines 1 through 11 of the pseudocode present a “full-MiCR” algorithm that
outputs a CQAC containing rewriting R of a given CQAC query Q using
a given set V of CQAC views. The full version [1] of this paper contains
the soundness and completeness result for this speciﬁc full-MiCR algorithm
when applied to problem inputs such that the homomorphism property (see
Sect. 2) holds between the expansion of the MiCR and the input query.
(B) Lines 12 through 28 of the pseudocode present the pruned-MiCR algorithm
that is the subject of the discussion in this section of the paper.
Please note that the full-MiCR part (lines 1-11) of Algorithm 2 is not a
contribution of this paper. It is given here just to provide the reader with a
complete picture, speciﬁcally to indicate which MiCR-generating algorithm was
used in our experimental results, see the full version [1] of this paper.
We now outline the ﬂow of our proposed algorithm pruned-MiCR (lines 12-
28 of Algorithm 2). The algorithm accepts as its inputs a CQAC query Q, a
set V of CQAC views, and a CQAC MiCR R of Q using V . First (lines 12-22
of the pseudocode) pruned-MiCR constructs buckets, one bucket to represent
each (view subgoal, query subgoal) pair, where the views are drawn from the
MiCR R, and the query is the input query Q. Suppose two view subgoals g1 andAlgorithm 1: Algorithm Pruned-MiCR
Input : CQAC query Q, set of CQAC views V
Output: Minimized MiCR of Q using views V
begin
{ Construct the full MiCR (see [1] for a discussion): }
1. R   null
2. for each view v in V do
3. for each containment mapping µi from the core subgoals in the body
of v to Q do
4. Construct h(v) by replacing each distinguished variable in v
with µi(V )
5. ac   null
6. ac view   AC(h(v))
7. for each aci   AC(Q) do
8. if all variables in aci appear in h(v) then
9. ac   ac   aci
10. if AC(Q)   µi(ac view,ac)) then
11. Add h(v),ac to the rewriting R
{ pruned-MiCR begins here and ends on line 28:}
{ Construct buckets:}
12. for each core subgoal gr in R do
13. for each query subgoal gq that gr maps to do
14. Let B be the bucket representing gr,gq
15. ignore subgoal   false
16. for each gv in B do
17. if gr strictly contains gv then
18. ignore subgoal   true
19. else
gv strictly contains gr
20. Delete gv from bucket B
21. if ignore subgoal is false then
22. Add gr to B
{ Now we have a set of buckets and a set of view subgoals covering each
bucket. }
23. Run a minimum set cover algorithm to select a set of view subgoals
such that all the buckets are covered.
24. Construct a rewriting by taking a conjunction of the selected views
and their associated arithmetic predicates.
25. if candidate rewriting is contained in the full MiCR then
26. Output candidate rewriting
27. else
28. Output R { Output the MiCR that was the input of line 12. }.
endg2 both cover the same query subgoal and are candidates for the same bucket.
Then, in case one of the view subgoals properly contains the other, we keep in
the bucket the head homomorphism for the contained-view only; otherwise, both
view heads are inserted into the bucket. Second (see line 23 of the pseudocode),
a minimum set cover algorithm is run to select a subset of the view heads such
that each bucket is covered. This set of view heads is used to form a candidate
rewriting (line 24 of the pseudocode). Finally (lines 25-28 of the pseudocode),
the algorithm checks whether the candidate rewriting is equivalent to the full
(input) MiCR R, and outputs the candidate rewriting if the check succeeds. (In
case of non-equivalence, pruned-MiCR outputs the full MiCR R.)
Consider an illustration of the ﬂow of the algorithm. We will use the query,
views, and CQAC MiCR R of the following example.
Example 3. Let query Q and six views, V1 through V6, be deﬁned as follows. Let
Q(X,Z) :   p(X,Y,Y,X,X), s(Z,Z), Z < 3; let V1() :   p(X1,A1,B1,X1,C1);
let V2(X2) :   p(X2,A2,B2,X2,C2); let V3(X3) :   p(X3,A3,B3,X3,X3); let
V4(X4) :   p(C4,A4,B4,X4,X4); let V5(B5) :   p(A5,Y5,Y5,B5,C5); and let
V6(Z6) :   s(Z6,T6).
It is possible to show that CQAC query R(X,Z) :- V1(), V2(X), V3(X), V4(X),
V5(X), V6(Z), Z < 3. is a CQAC MiCR of Q using {V1,...,V6}. Our algo-
rithm pruned-MiCR generates the following globally minimal minimized MiCR:
R (X,Z) :- V3(X), V5(X), V6(Z), Z < 3.  
In order to minimize the MiCR R to obtain R , algorthm pruned-MiCR
retains the views that cover the query subgoals most tightly in the MiCR, and
deletes views that cover no query subgoal tightly. Speciﬁcally, views V3, V5, and
V6 should be retained in the MiCR but not the other views. Views V3, and V5
cover the subgoal p(X,Y,Y,X,X) and do not contain each other. At the same
time, consider view V2. V2 contains view V3 and thus covers the query less tightly
than view V3. Hence, V2 should not be present in the minimized MiCR.
4.3 Correctness and Complexity of pruned-MiCR
In this subsection we formulate the correctness and complexity results for our
algorithm pruned-MiCR. The proofs and details can be found in [1].
Theorem 6. (Soundness of pruned-MiCR) Given a CQAC problem input
(Q,V,R), where R is a CQAC MiCR for Q using V, let R  be the (CQAC)
output of algorithm pruned-MiCR. Then R  is a globally minimized MiCR for Q
and V whenever R and R  are not isomorphic.
As suggested by our experimental results, see full version [1] of this paper,
for many problem inputs pruned-MiCR outputs minimized MiCRs R  (that are
not isomorphic to the pruned-MiCR input R, see Theorem 6) whose evaluation
costs are signiﬁcantly lower than those of the input R to the algorithm.
Theorem 7. (Completeness of pruned-MiCR (in the MiCR sense))
Given a CQAC problem input (Q,V,R), where R is a CQAC MiCR for Q usingV, let R  be the (CQAC) output of algorithm pruned-MiCR. Then R  is a CQAC
MiCR for Q and V.
While being complete in the sense of Theorem 7, algorithm pruned-MiCR is
not complete in the sense that it does not always produce a (globally) minimized
MiCR for its problem inputs. The reason is that pruned-MiCR does not consider
shared variables across query subgoals (i.e., variables that occur in two or more
subgoals of the query) while minimizing the MiCR, see [1] for the details.
Finally, the complexity of pruned-MiCR is singly exponential in the size of
its problem inputs. See [1] for the details.
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